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          WebViewer Version:

“@pdftron/webviewer”: “^8.3.0”,

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

No.

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Yes.

Are you using the WebViewer server?

No.

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

No.

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

No.

Is your issue related to annotations?

No.

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

How to turn off PDFWorker console log.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

https://www.pdftron.com/api/web/global.html#WebViewerOptions__anchor

[disableLogs: true]

This option has stopped webviewer-core console log output.

But PDFworker keeps outputting console log.

(sample)
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is there a way to stop it?
Best Regards.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    About error " WebViewerJS version not found."
                    


                    PDF not render in existing Angular 7.3.9 project with PDFTron Angular Webviewer 8.7.0
                    

                    setPageRotations Methods working with only pdf extension file but not other
                    

                    Applying Image border color to comment within their border color
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDFTron Custom Security Handler using JavaScript - Decrypting a PDFTron Custom secured document using the password and application custom id
	PDF Manipulation with JavaScript Library
	Applying page manipulations to PDFs directly in the client
	Get started by setting up WebViewer Server - Set up the server

APIs:	Core - enabled
	DisableLogs
	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - disableCollaboration()

Forums:	Error when loading certain tiff files (not able to convert to PDF)
	PDFtron failing to load and download images
	About the chunk data size of linearized PDF
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          Hello @okabe.yasufumi

There is currently no way of doing that. I’ve added this item to our backlog and will let you know when it’s published.
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          Hello @dfelix

Thank you for reply.

I understand.

Best Regards.
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